2015 CIP / NE10 Spring Exam #3 - Issued 4/19/15
Return Date 5/22/15
CIP – Return to econlan@snet.net
NE10 – Return to richdemayo@verizon.net
	
  

1. Third and Ten on A2. With 0:15 remaining in the first half, QBA11, from near the end
line, throws a forward swing pass to Back A22 who catches it two yards deep in the end
zone. A22 runs toward the sideline and fumbles the ball at the goal line. The ball rolls out to the
A 3 where A75 recovers the ball (0:09). During the fumble Tackle A68 clipped B38 near the
sideline at the A5.
2. Fourth and Five on B6. With 0:03 remaining in the game, Team A trails 18-14. QBA11
hands off to Back A32 at the B7 and A32 runs to the B3 where he fumbles the ball over the end
line (0:00). During the loose ball B47 pulled A57 down by the face mask in the end zone.
3. Fourth and Six on B38. With 0:18 remaining in the game, Team A trails 20-12.
QBA11throws a pass toward End A82 near the side line at the B27. As A82 controlled the ball
while airborne at the B27, B32 launched and hit him helmet to helmet.
4. Fourth and Goal on B6. On a fake field goal, Holder A32 receives the snap at the B12,
drops back in the pocket to the B20, and throws a pass to Tight End A83 in the end zone. Prior to
the pass being thrown, B21 chucks End A83 out of bounds at the B2. B33 goes through the back
of A42 in the end zone, intercepts the ball and runs for a touchdown.
5. Third-and-Five on A7. With 0:22 remaining in the game, Team A leads 14-13 and
neither team has any time outs remaining. QBA11 muffs the snap from Center A55, and A32
then recovers the ball in the end zone and runs to the A13 where he is tackled inbounds (0:16).
B77 was in the neutral zone at the snap.
6. On a Try-Kick from the B3, Holder A21 fumbles the ball while trying to set it down at
the B9. He tries to pick up the ball at the B6 but muffs it, and the ball rolls into the end zone
where A66 shoves B46 out of the way and recovers the ball. After the play B46 is upset as he
saw no flag by the umpire, so B46 grabs little Robbie Kinter and throws him to the ground.
7. With 0:18 remaining in the first half, Team A leads 21-13, and kicks off
from the A30. All Team A players are aligned at the A25, except Kicker A21 who is aligned
at the A20 when the Referee declares the ball ready. A 57 is beyond the free kick line when the
ball is kicked. B31 catches the ball at the B5 and runs to the A40 where he fumbles the ball and it
rolls out of bounds at the A35.
8. First-and-Sixteen on 50. QBA11 hands off to Back A32 at the A47, and A32 runs to the
B37 where B41 grabs him by the side of his shoulder pad, and immediately throws him forward
to the ground at the B36.

9. Third-and-Five on B15. QBA11 throws a pass toward End A82 at the B2. B31 intercepts
the pass at the B2 and his momentum carries him into the end zone on his second step. In the end
zone, B31 is tackled as he attempts a backward pass to B43, and the ball goes over the end line.
Prior to the pass Tackle A77 & Guard A65 contacted B58 with a delayed block below the waist.
10. Fourth-and-Five on B22. Team A attempts a field goal from the B29 which goes wide
outside the right upright. At the snap Tackle A78 was not on the line of scrimmage.
Immediately after the snap, Nose Guard B55 pulled Center A65 down by the face mask.
11. Fourth and Nine on A6. With 0:04 remaining in the game the score is tied 20-20.
Kicker A21 gets off a bad punt and B31 signals for a fair catch at the A41 and catches the ball at
the A39 as time ran out (0:00). Team A had twelve players on the field at the snap.
12. Fourth and One on B3. With 0:09 remaining in the game Team B leads 27-20, and
neither team has a timeout remaining. QBA11 scrambles near the sideline and is tackled at the
B2 and with his knee on the ground fumbles the ball with 0:03 on the game clock. A61 then
recovers the ball on the goal line with his body at the B ½ (0:01).
13. Fourth and Seven on B37. Team B leads 24-20, with 0:14 remaining in the game, and
neither team has a time out remaining. QBA11 completes a pass to Back A24 near the sideline at
the B30. A42 runs to the B27 and seeing that he is about to be tackled, he intentionally throws
the ball out of bounds at the B30 with 0:07 remaining in the game.
14. Team A leads 14-12 and kicks off from the A30. B41 catches the ball in the end
zone and runs to the A40 where A36 tackles him and grabs and releases his face mask. During
the kick B35, B46 and B27 form a wedge at the B12, but do not block anyone.
15. Fourth and Eight on B44. Kicker A21’s punt is coming down near the side line at the
B5 where there is no Team B player in position to catch the ball. Flyer A44 attempts to catch the
ball at the B5, but muffs the ball to the B1, where A37, who had stepped on the sideline at the
B15, downs the ball. Immediately after the snap, Tackle A68 and Wing Back A24 illegally chop
blocked B88 at the line of scrimmage.
16.Third and Fifteen on A30. QBA11 completes a pass to End A84 at the A48 and A84
runs to the B47, where he is tackled in the interior of the field. In his elation, A84 gets up and
spikes the ball.
17. Third and Ten on A20. QBA11 rolls out of the pocket and scrambles toward the
sideline looking for Flexed Receiver A82. During A11’s scramble, B31 cuts A82 low at the A21
near the side line, causing both to step out of bounds there. A82 comes back inbounds at the A22
and A11 then throws a pass to A82, who catches the ball at the A30, scrambles and is tackled at
the A28.
18. Third and Eight on A12. QBA11 throws a screen pass toward Back A32 at the A10.
The pass deflects off Tackle A78 at the A10 and is caught by A32 at the A11. A32 runs to the

A19 where he fumbles the ball out of bounds at the A24. Team B had twelve players on the field
at the snap.
19. Third and Five on B25. With 0:17 remaining in the game Team A trails 18-14 and has
no timeouts remaining. Back A22 runs to the B20 where he is tackled inbounds. Team A rushes
up to the line and Center A55 snaps the ball with 0:10 on the game clock, as Guard A66 is
moving into his position. The snap is made and QBA11 throws a touchdown pass with 0:05
remaining.
20. Third-and-Seven on B17. QBA11 throws a pass to End A82 near the end line. A82
deflects the ball and End A84 catches the ball near the end line for a touchdown.
A82 had not touched the sideline and A84 had touched the sideline with his right foot and had
returned back inbounds just prior to catching the ball inbounds.
21. Fourth-and-Seven on B30. B31 catches Kicker A21’s punt in the end zone and drops
immediately to his knee. Four Kicking Team A players run into the end zone, encircle B31, and
trash talk him.
22. Third-and-Seven on B47. With 1:22 remaining in a tied game 14-14 and both teams
had already used all of their timeouts. QBA11 scrambles and is tackled helmet to helmet by B51
inbounds at the B40 (1:14). A11 is injured on the play.
23. Third-and-Goal on B5. Back A22 fumbles the ball at the B2 and the ball rolls into the
end zone where B51 recovers the ball. While the ball was loose, B45 tripped A55 in the end
zone. After B45’s foul and prior to B51 recovering the ball, the Head Linesman
erroneously blew his whistle.
24. On a kickoff from the A30, Team B leads 14-8 with 0:04 remaining in the game. B31
attempts to catch the short kick at the B17, but muffs the ball, and the ball rolls to the B25 where
A48 recovers the ball (0:00). While the ball was rolling inbounds, B52 blocked A62 low at the
B27.
25. Third-and-Seven on A5. QBA11 fakes a draw play to Back A32. Line Backer B44
tackled A32 at the A7 after he had broken outside the tight end position toward the sideline.
QBA11 is then sacked in the end zone and fumbles the ball. Tackle A68 bats the ball in the end
zone to the A3 where A35 recovers the ball and runs for a touchdown.
26. Fourth-and-Eight on A4. Kicker A21 punts from the end zone with 0:06 remaining in
the game, and the score tied 21-21. A62 falls on the punted ball at the A38 as time runs out.
After
he play, B52 spears A62 on the ground.
27. Third and Seven on B37. Back A32 runs off right tackle to the B20, where he is tackled
inbounds. During the run, Back A33 blocked Defensive End B94 low at the B37 at the point of
attack, and Right Tackle A78 simultaneously blocks B94 above the waist. After the play A32
spikes the ball at the B22.

28. Third and Eight on A5. QBA11 drops back into the end zone, and is under pressure, so
he has to scramble in the end zone. A1l hands the ball forward to Tackle A78 who is at the goal
line. A78 runs to the A14 where he fumbles the ball out of bounds at the A18.
29. Second and Seven on B17. After chucking the End A82 at the B13, B41 continues to
defend against A82 and jumps up and intercepts QBA11’s pass at the B2 and his
momentum carries him into the end zone. B41 runs in the end zone; fumbles the ball, and B53
recovers the ball in the end zone and runs to the B9 where A38 tackles him by the facemask.
30.Fourth and Three on A37. On a poor snap, Punter A2l recovers the ball at the A29.
A21 sees that he can't get the punt off so he runs to the A34 where he finally punts the ball. B51
tries to block the kick, but misses the ball and runs into A2l at the A33. B42 runs under the punt
at the B40 and gives a valid fair catch signal. B42 muffs the ball into the air at the B40 and A58
contacts him at the B41 as he attempts to catch the ball. B42 then muffs the ball at the B40 to the
B36 where B64 recovers the ball and runs for and runs for a touchdown.
31. Third and Seven on B37. With 0:05 remaining in the game, the score is tied 21-21.
QBA11 drops back in the pocket and throws a pass from the 50 to End A82 who is near the
sideline at the B25. A82 catches the ball at the B25 and runs out of bounds at the B4 (0:00).
After A82 is out of bounds, B43 takes off his helmet and trash talks over him.
32. Third and Twelve on A45. Runner A22 takes a handoff from QBA11 at the A44 and
runs to the B49 where he is tripped by B61, causing him to fumble the ball at the B47.
A58recovers the ball at the 50. During the fumble B44 clipped A34 at the A47.
33. 0:22 remains in the first half, with Team A trailing 31-9. Kicker A21 attempts
a surprise onside safety kick from the A20. The ball deflects off A36 at the A30 and A57 then
muffs the ball at the A39 before the ball rolls out of bounds at the B49 (0:16). Team A had three
players to the right of the kicker when the ball was kicked.
34.Third and Eight on A12. With 0:03 remaining in the game, Team A trails 18-16. Back
A23 muff a handoff from QBA11 at the A8, and the ball rolls to the A5 where A67 bats the ball
into the end zone. A51 recovers the ball in the end zone and runs to the B22 where he is tackled
inbounds by B47 (0:00).
35. Third and Seven on A27. QBA11's forward pass is batted by B41 at the line of
scrimmage right back to A11, who catches the ball at the A22. A11 is about to be sacked at the
A19 so he throws the ball into the back of Guard A66 at the A26, with no eligible receiver in the
area.
36. Third and Twelve on B32. QBA11 drops back in the pocket to the B39 and throws a
shovel pass to Back A22 at the B34. A22 runs to the B24 where he is tackled, causing him to
fumble the ball, and his helmet then comes off. A53 recovers the ball at the B19 and runs for a
touchdown.

37. Third and Seven on B19. QBA11 completes a pass to End A82 at the B17. A82 runs to
the B3 and just as he is about to be tackled he throws a backward pass to Tackle A77 at the B7.
A77 seeing he would be tackled, bats the airborne ball into the end zone where A36 recovers the
ball for a touchdown.
38. Third and Eight on B38. With 0:20 remaining in the game Team B leads 24-18, and
Team A has no timeout remaining. Shot Gun QBA11 muffs the snap and Back A22 recovers the
ball at the B46 and runs to the B38 where he throws a forward pass with his body and arm
beyond the B38 and his left foot on the B38. End A84 catches the ball at the B21 and runs near
the sideline to the B16 where he sees he is about to be tackled, so he throws the ball out of
bounds at the B9 with 0:11 remaining on the clock.
39. Fourth and Goal on B4. With Team B leading 2420 on the last play of the first half,
QBA11, at the B5, pitches to Back A32 who is at the B8. A32 muffs the ball at the B8 and the
ball rolls into the end zone where A78 recovers the ball. After the play, B38 spears A78 on the
ground in the end zone.
40. Third and Nine on B36. QBA11 hands off to Back A32 who runs off right tackle to the
B29. During A32’s run, Right Tackle A76 and Right Guard A65 chop blocked B57 at the line of
scrimmage.
41. With 2:27 remaining in the game, Team A trails 28-20 and attempts an onside
kickoff from the A30. The ball rolls to the A37 where B47 muffs the ball. The ball then rolls to
the A48 where A55 muffs the ball out of bounds at the A43. During the kick A45 blocked B55
low at the A35.
42. Third-and-Eight on B28. With time remaining in the game, Team A trails 21-13. At the
snap Back A22 is lined up behind Right Tackle A78. Center A55 snaps the ball to QBA11, and
A22 then runs outside A88 by five yards, where B41 blocks him low at the B30. QBA11 then
throws a pass to Tight End A83 who catches the ball at the B22. A83 runs to the B4 where B33
grabs and releases his face mask. A83 then fumbles the ball at the B2 and A67 recovers the ball
in the end zone for a touchdown.
43. Third and Four on B14. Team B leads 25-21, and the ball is snapped with 0:02
remaining in the game. QBA11 throws a pass to End A82 who jumps and controls the ball while
airborne, along the end line. B42 then overtly shoves A82 out of bounds over the end line as time
ran out. After A82 lands out of bounds B41 stands over him and flexes his muscles like
“Hercules”.
44. Third and Five on B15. Back A12 takes a pitchout from QBA11 at the B20 and runs
around right end to the B6 where he fumbles the ball out of bounds at the B10. During A22’s
run, Left Tackle A78 rolled up the back of the legs of Defensive Lineman B57 at the line of
scrimmage in the clipping zone.
45. Third-and-Nine on A4. QBA11 throws a pass toward End A82 near the sideline at the
A41. While A82 is airborne and in control of the ball, Defensive Back B43 launches and contacts

A82’s head with his shoulder. This causes A82 to lose control of the ball while airborne and the
ball goes into the air. B32 intercepts the ball at the A39 and runs to the A2 where he is hit and
fumbles the ball over the end line.
46. Team A attempts a surprise onside safety kick from the A20. Team B is
leading 28-20. A57 muffs the ball at the A28; B34 attempts to recover the ball at the A33 and
muffs it to the A26 where A28 recovers the ball. During the kick A45 blocked B65 low at the
A32.
47. Third and Six on B46. With 1:08 remaining in the first half, Team B leads 24-20.
QBA11 attempts to hand off to Back A82 at the B48, but they muff the ball and the ball rolls to
the A49. A11 recovers the ball at the A49 and runs to the B7 where he fumbles the ball to the
B1. B35 recovers the ball at the B1 and his momentum carries him into the end zone. B35 then
runs to the B4 where he fumbles the ball back into the end zone where B58 recovers the ball.
B35 does a “Throat Slash” in the end zone away from players.
48. Third and Goal on B12. QBA11’s pass from the B20 is caught by Back A42 at the
B14. After A42 caught the ball, B31 twisted A42’s face mask at the B13 causing him to fumble
the ball at the B9. A55 recovers the fumble at the B5.
49. Fourth-and-Four on A45. With 0:11 remaining in the first half, Team A trails 21-6.
QBA11 throws a “HAIL MARY” pass toward Receiver A84 in the end zone. The pass is batted
down by B41 in the end zone and falls incomplete (0:01). Prior to the pass Guard A66 and
Tackle A78 chop blocked B57 at the line of scrimmage.
50. Third-and-Seven on B37. With the Team B leads 22-14; Team A has no timeouts
remaining, and the game clock is running with 0:04 remaining in the game. Line Backer B42
enters the neutral zone between the Right Guard A66 and Right Tackle A78. This causes Right
Wide-Out Receiver A83 to flinch. QBA11 then throws a touchdown pass to End A85 (0:00).

